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ABSTRACT

1

Social Network Services (SNSs) evoke diverse afective experiences.
While most are positive, many authors have documented both the
negative emotions that can result from browsing SNS and their
impact: Facebook depression is a common term for the more severe
results. However, while the importance of the emotions experienced
on SNSs is clear, methods to catalog them, and systems to detect
them, are less well developed. Accordingly, this paper reports on
two studies using a novel contextually triggered Experience Sampling Method to log surveys immediately after using Instagram, a
popular image-based SNS, thus minimizing recall biases. The frst
study improves our understanding of the emotions experienced
while using SNSs. It suggests that common negative experiences
relate to appearance comparison and envy. The second study captures smartphone sensor data during Instagram sessions to detect
these two emotions, ultimately achieving peak accuracies of 95.78%
(binary appearance comparison) and 93.95% (binary envy).

Online Social Networking Services (SNS) allow users to construct
a profle, create connections to other users’ profles and view and
traverse their list of connections [10]. They have attracted billions
of users. In 2020, the core products of Facebook (e.g., Instagram,
Messenger), one of the major players in the area, attracted 2.80
billion monthly active users with 1.84 billion of these users visiting
the services on a daily basis [32]. Indeed, recent estimates indicate
72% of American adults use at least one SNS, although diferent
demographic groups favor diferent services. Facebook, for example,
was used by 77% of adults (30-49 years old), while Instagram was
most popular amongst young adults, with 71% of 18–29 year olds
indicating they use the service [14]. SNSs attract users by enabling
them to view, browse, post, and react to diverse media content including images [120], short videos [60], and live videos [91]. Posted
content covers a vast range of topics and formats, such as comedy
and pranks [58] or blogging and lifestyle (e.g., traveling [80] or
exercise [56]) and a widely acknowledged part of the appeal of
SNSs is the ability of the content to infuence people’s emotional
states [42, 63, 74]. These afective efects are highly diverse and
frequently positive. For example, at the more traumatic end of the
scale, Facebook users may cope better with stress after being made
unemployed [13]. More mundanely, spending time on Instagram
may boost benign envy, a generally benefcial afective experience
that can motivate self-development [78].
However, there is a darker side. A wide body of literature catalogues the ways in which SNS activity can negatively impact
people’s emotional states. These less desirable outcomes can be triggered by specifc incidents, such as being un-friended on Facebook,
an event that may result in rumination—a prolonged, repetitive
process of dwelling or consciously thinking about a situation that
is associated with anxiety and depression [8]. Problems can also occur during in more day-to-day use. For example, social comparison
can lead to emotions such as jealousy, anxiety, and irritation [37].
These negative afective experiences are particularly problematic
because they typically go unremarked—many users are unaware
of situations in which SNS negatively afect their emotions and do
not manage these experiences appropriately [37]. The results of
this mismanagement may include general decreases in afective
well-being or self-esteem [57] due to experiences of envy [114] or
unfattering social comparison [100]. It can also lead to antisocial
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behaviors such as trolling [18] or faming [1]. Indeed the pervasiveness of these negative experiences has minted words in the
public lexicon [99]: “Facebook Depression”, for example, has long
been used to refer to a depression that develops when spending
prolonged periods on social media sites [84]
The importance and impact of the afective experiences evoked
by SNS use has spurred a wide range of work. A key strand seeks to
capture, document and understand the emotions experienced during SNS use. Much of this work examines immediate responses. Lin
and Utz [68], for example, document the emotional impact of reading friends’ posts on Facebook, while de Vries et al. [25] examine
the afective experiences elicited by viewing positive images from
a stranger’s feed on Instagram. Other authors have explored the affective processes that underlie SNS use. For example, Liu et al. [70]
explain the mechanisms behind social comparison and both Verduyn et al. [114] and Faelens et al. [33] look at the overall impact
of SNSs on afective well-being. This research has been enabled
by a wide range of methods including online questionnaires [68],
empirical studies [25, 48], and feld studies [92, 114]. This latter approach, typically instantiated as the Experience Sampling Method
(ESM) [64], is particularly valuable as it uses repeated administration of survey questions to capture snapshots of participant’s dayto-day experiences over protracted periods of several weeks. This
method is useful for revealing the subjective experiences of people
in their natural environments [101] and can reduce reliance on the
participants’ long-term memory to reconstruct past events [111].
While the benefts of the approach are clear, ESM is not without its
limitations. Specifcally, we note that the frequency (e.g., three [118]
to six [33] times per day) and fxed timing (e.g., in the evening) of
survey administration can still lead to widely acknowledged recall
biases [82, 112] that can impact the quality of the data captured. We
argue this issue is particularly problematic for studies of the emotional impact of SNS use: afective experiences fade. Recall of these
experiences may be particularly prone to self-report errors such as
forgetting, mis-estimating the severity of an afective experience,
or even misidentifying one: diferentiating negative emotions is
challenging in general and particularly so for key user SNS groups
such as young adults [83, 85].
Furthermore, while ESM has been found to be a practical and effcient technique to support research, the user burden of self-report
activities, such as recording videos of activities [102] or reporting
engagement levels during task performance [36], limit its applicability to real world applications that do more than catalogue
or observe afective experiences. We argue that while ESM can
support efective studies, it is challenging to use the technique to
design efective applications that can aid users in their day to day
lives. One potential solution to this problem lies in an emerging
body of research that utilizes passive sensor data collected from
mobile smart devices to recognize and diferentiate an individual’s
emotional states [79, 115, 118]. Researchers have shown that the
advanced motion, touch, or camera sensors built into mobile smart
devices can be used to classify the emotional states that occur during their use in a wide range of situations such as game play [38, 51],
data entry [39, 115], general smartphone operation [118] and, SNS
use [96]. While the diversity of this work suggests the efects are
robust—that smart device sensors can pick up cues that are reliably
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associated with specifc afective experiences—a major current limitation is that existing studies have been predominantly conducted
in highly controlled or lab-based settings. Studies rely on artifcially
elicited emotions [79], take place in fxed locations [96, 115], involve performance of highly specifc, predetermined tasks (such
as Fitts’ law tapping [79]) or are conducted over very limited periods of time [38, 96]. We argue that while current work shows
the potential for mobile smart devices to detect emotions during
SNS use, it remains unclear whether or not this will be efective in
real world SNS use scenarios involving users operating their own
devices at times and locations, and for durations, of their choosing
in order to view and interact with contents on their own genuine
SNS accounts.
This paper aims to address these two empirical issues through
two closely related studies. In the frst study, we seek to improve
the granularity of the afective data captured during ESM studies
of social media use. We achieve this in two ways: by developing a
mobile phone application that captures ESM survey data directly
after a user fnishes an SNS use session and; by composing our
ESM survey to capture a wide range of fnely grained afective constructs that have been found to be associated with SNS use. These
include: valence and arousal [11], social comparison [41, 106], appearance comparison [109], envy [108], self-esteem [31, 94], and
depression [6]. By surveying a relevant set of afective constructs
in a timely manner, this study advances knowledge about the range
and scope of afective experiences that occur during the course
of regular, day-to-day SNS browsing sessions. The results of this
study indicate that the negative afective experiences that most
frequently occur in response to SNS use relate to the constructs
of appearance comparison and envy. Building on this fnding, the
second study deploys a revised sensor enabled version of our ESM
survey application in order to explore whether or not the day to
day afective experiences of SNS users can be detected automatically using data from a smart device’s sensors. Specifcally, this
system and study combines capture of sensor data, in the form of
motion [79, 118] and touch [40, 115], from within SNS browsing
sessions with ESM self-reports of appearance comparison and envy
recorded immediately after the same SNS browsing sessions. We
use the self-reported data as binary labels and develop classifers
using the sensor data capable of predicting binary appearance comparison with an accuracy of up to 95.78% and binary envy with an
accuracy of up to 93.95%.
This paper makes two key contributions. Firstly, we extend existing descriptions of the afective experiences elicited by SNS use
with an ESM method and data that captures self-reports immediately after SNS use sessions, minimizing potential recall biases.
This work highlights the relative prevalence of negative appearance
comparison and envy. Second, we build and demonstrate a system
running on commercially available mobile devices that is able to
predict these negative afective experiences with binary accuracies
of greater than 93.95%, a level of performance we believe is sufcient to enable real-world applications that can help users refect on
their emotions during SNS use and empower them to take actions
(e.g., pausing a session predicted to be stressful) that can support
more efective management of their afective experiences.
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2 RELATED WORK
2.1 SNS Use and Afective Experiences
A growing body of research reports on the links between SNS use
and afective experiences in everyday life [46, 78, 106, 108]. Researchers have explored the presence of afective experiences in
SNS using both broad constructs such as valence and arousal [24, 96]
and also more specifcally targeted constructs such as social comparison [25]. For example, Hasan et al. [47] analyzed text messages
to characterize afective experiences in Twitter along two dimensions (valence and arousal) and Preoţiuc-Pietro et al. [90] created a
system that predicts valence and arousal using 2895 anonymized
Facebook posts labeled by psychologically trained annotators. In
terms of more specifc afective constructs, de Vries et al. [25] investigated the emotional consequences of viewing strangers’ positive
posts on Instagram from a social comparison perspective, Fardouly
and Vartanian [34] examined the relationship between Facebook
usage and appearance comparison, and Verduyn et al. [114] demonstrated how passive Facebook usage leads to declines in afective
well-being by increasing envy. In addition, other types of afective
experiences have been investigated including self-esteem and depression. Examples include Martinez-Pecino and Garcia-Gavilán
[75]’s work to analyze the infuence of likes and self-esteem on
Instagram, and Guntuku et al. [46]’s work to examine which attributes of profles and posted images are associated with depression
in Twitter users. While this body of work is comprehensive, we
note that the vast majority of work focuses on demonstrating the
relationship between SNS use and afective experiences [34, 54].
While this is valuable, we argue it tells an incomplete story. In this
paper, we seek to complement the literature on how SNS use impacts afective experiences by examining how frequently diferent
experiences occur in day to day use.

2.2

Quantifying Afective Experiences in SNS

Prior studies have used various techniques to quantify afective experiences in social media including questionnaires, empirical studies, and feld studies. For example, in terms of questionnaires, Lin
and Utz [68] study the emotional outcomes of reading a post on
Facebook and examine the role of tie strength in predicting happiness and envy while Chow and Wan [21] investigate whether
pre-existing proclivities such as a tendency to engage in Facebook
social comparison and envy are associated with depressive symptoms. Perhaps the major disadvantage of using questionnaires to
quantify SNS experiences is emotional memory bias [82]—a tendency to recall events that match our moods. Indeed, there is clear
evidence that our recall of experiences on social media is far from
perfect. Nontasil and Payne [82], for example, showed participants
could recall only 30% of encountered threads after consuming content on Facebook for 10-15 minutes. To deal with these recall problems, prior researchers have explored alternative study methods.
For example, de Vries et al. [25] conducted a lab study to examine
the emotional consequences of viewing strangers’ positive Instagram posts. In this controlled setting, they observed that viewing
the posts decreased positive afect among individuals with high
levels of social comparison orientation. Similarly, Helmut Appel
and Gerlach [48] conducted a quasi-experimental online study and
noted that depressed participants showed elevated levels of envy,
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especially after seeing an attractive Facebook profle. While these
fndings strengthen the evidence for ties between SNS use and particular afective states by sidestepping recall biases, formal studies
can lack ecological validity. It can be hard to generalize from efects
observed in the lab to emotions experienced in the wild.
The Experience Sampling Method (ESM) [64] is one potential
solution to this problem. It has been widely employed to quantify
afective experiences in SNS. The method involves signaling participants several times per day for several weeks to complete brief
surveys [86]. The key strength of ESM is that it reduces participants’
dependence on long-term memory to reconstruct past events or
experiences. Also, data collection can be primed to particular events
that are of interest [111]. Prior research has employed ESM to understand various emotional efects of using SNS such as afective
well-being [23, 33, 114] and loneliness [92]. However, such work
tends to alert participants to complete a survey at a fxed time of a
day (e.g., fve times per day between 10 AM and 12 AM [114] and
six times per day [33, 45]). The validity of assessing the afective
experiences in SNS at random or fxed time intervals is questionable; prior work reports recall is poor after periods as short as 15
minutes [82]. In this work, we seek to improve data quality in ESM
surveys by designing a system to capture self-reports directly after
a user fnishes an SNS use session.

2.3

Detecting Afective Experiences using
Smartphones

Researchers have used smartphones to detect the afective experiences of users in a wide range of domains (e.g., game play [38, 51],
mental health [53], social media [96]) by examining the various
sensor data these devices can capture. Examples include data about
speech patterns [16], physical activity [98], social communication [66], and phone calls [67]. However, some forms of smartphone
data may expose a user’s identifcation or other private or personal
material. For example, Niforatos and Karapanos [81]’s work collected and analyzed 2953 self-face images to infer users’ emotions
while interacting with diferent categories of mobile apps (such as
productivity and entertainment). Other researchers have used less
explicit sensor channels that create fewer privacy issues while still
showing strong capabilities to detect afective experiences. For example, Gao et al. [38]’s work used mobile touch data to detect user’s
emotional states while playing Fruit Ninja, a game based around
rapid repeated stroke gestures, while Mottelson and Hornbæk [79]’s
work used both mobile touch and motion data to estimate afect in
the wild. In work highly relevant to this paper, Ruensuk et al. [96]
demonstrated the feasibility of using mobile sensor data (including
touch and motion) to classify a user’s afective experience while
using Facebook in a controlled setting with promising recognition
performance of up to 94.16% for binary valence. In this work, we
seek to apply the benefcial properties of sensor-based afect detection in a previously unexplored scenario—during genuine real
world SNS use.

3

STUDY 1: UNDERSTANDING AFFECTIVE
EXPERIENCES ON SNS

This study sought to capture the afective experiences that occur
during real world SNS use at a high level of granularity in terms
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of both the range of afective constructs surveyed and the specifcity with which we target genuine SNS use. To achieve this goal,
we conducted a 14-day ESM study to capture the experiences of
participants directly after consuming or responding to content on
Instagram on their smartphones. Participants were requested to
provide self-assessment of both usage behaviors and their afective
states (e.g., appearance comparison [109], social comparison [41],
self-esteem [94]) after using Instagram multiple times a day. The
study closed with semi-structured interviews that sought to contextualize the quantitative results. The study was approved by the
host university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB).

3.1

•

Study Design

The study sought to quantify emotional states in real-world SNS
use by deploying Experience Sampling Methods (ESM) [64]. Based
on recent recommendations [49] and surveys [111] of the ESM
literature, we selected a two week study period. A key aspect of
ESM study design is the notifcation mechanism [65]—the scheme
by which surveys are presented to participants [111]. We selected
an event-contingent design [5] that prompts users immediately
after closure of Instagram, providing their browsing session was
sufciently long (defned as longer than 15 seconds [72]) to likely
involve content consumption or explicit interaction. To ensure
surveys were not completed post-hoc, after some arbitrary delay,
notifcations presented to participants expired after fve minutes
and were no longer accessible. This was intended to reduce recall
biases. Finally, to prevent participant fatigue, we confgured notifcations to occur at least 90 minutes apart. To implement this
study protocol, we developed IG Use, an Android app that runs in
the background and continuously monitors foreground use of the
Instagram app [110]. To deal with any failures with this service, we
implemented a system level alarm to run IG Use on phone startup
and check for its presence at two-hour intervals. In this way we
were able to reliably log data throughout the course of the two week
study. IG Use logged Instagram use data (e.g., timestamp, status), notifcation log data (e.g., alert timestamp, status) and also presented
and logged study survey data. All data was pushed to an online
database, either immediately, or the next time the participant’s
phone connected to the Internet.

3.2

•

Materials

During the ESM study, participants repeatedly completed self assessments of their afective states. These took the form of short
surveys targeting seven diferent constructs. Figure 1 illustrates
the interface for completing these surveys in the IG Use app. The
surveys were always presented in the following order and entailed:
• Valence and Arousal. We deployed the Self-Assessment
Manikin (SAM) [11] to capture various degrees of emotional
valence and arousal. SAM shows sets of pictorial manikins
that depict emotions via facial expressions and bodily reactions (see Figure 1b). The valence dimension is represented as
a frowning to a smiling face, while arousal features manikins
in states between calm and highly tense or excited [11]. Participants select the manikins that most represent their emotional states on a 9-point numeric scale. We include valance

•

•

•

•

and arousal due to their prevalence in the literature on smartphone afect detection [79, 103, 115].
Type of communication. We adapted an existing scale to
quantify the type of communication (either active or passive)
prevalent during Instagram sessions [72]. We modifed the
question to ask specifcally about Instagram (see Figure 1c).
This construct is relevant as prior work has suggested that
negative afect is more closely related to passive use of SNS
(e.g., viewing, browsing) than active use (e.g., posting, commenting) [114].
Social comparison. We followed prior work studying inspiration on Instagram [78] and measured the intensity of
social comparison. We achieved this by adapting two items
from the Facebook Social Comparison Scale [41, 106]. We
modifed the questions to enquire about emotional states
after using Instagram and to specify the target of comparison. Figure 1d displays the two questions in a 5-point Likert
scale.
Appearance comparison. We used the state appearance
comparison scale [109] to assess the amount Instagram users
engage in appearance processing and draw comparisons with
other Instagram users [35]. This involves two questions, each
with a 5-point Likert scale.
Envy. We adapted the Facebook envy scale [108] to capture
envy experienced during SNS use [69]. We dropped two scale
items that were item reversals and used a 5-point Likert scale
for the remaining six items.
Self-esteem. We used a subset of the Rosenberg Self-Esteem
Scale [94] to measure individuals’ global evaluation of the
self. Although this scale is generally used to measure trait
(or long-term) self-esteem [9], prior work suggested it can
capture temporary changes in self-esteem after consuming
content on Facebook for 3 minutes [43]. From the seven items
used in a recent study on Facebook [31], we selected three
items and modifed them to refer to Instagram specifcally.
Depression. We employed the PHQ-2 to monitor depressive
symptoms [6]. The PHQ-2 consists of the frst two items of
the PHQ-9 [61] and is widely used to screen for depression.

All scales were delivered in the local language: Korean. To ensure
comprehension of the scales, we employed a double translation approach [76]. Two bilingual individuals participated independently
in the translation process. The original English language was translated by a frst translator into Korean and then was translated
back to English by a second independent translator. The authors
compared both versions and checked with the translators for inconsistencies.

3.3

Recruitment and Participants

Participants were recruited through word of mouth, social media,
and the online forums of two universities, based in two diferent
cities, in South Korea. Advertisements informed potential participants that the study took place over two weeks, that participation in
the second week of the study was contingent on engagement levels
during the frst week and that, although it was about Instagram
use on smartphones, it did not collect any posts or content from
Instagram (e.g. news feed, direct message, etc). We screened for
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Figure 1: User interface of the IG Use study app: (a) home screen that displays the study protocol and (b), (c), and (d) showing
example screenshots of the ESM survey. The screenshots were translated to English.
ownership of an Android smartphone and regular Instagram usage,
defned as 30 minutes or more, on a daily basis, for the last six
months [105]. We assessed Instagram usage levels by asking participants to share anonymized screen grabs of usage logs. Participants
were compensated with the equivalent of $15 in local currency per
week. Additionally, participants could receive a extra $5 by leaving
the study app running for 80% or more of their screen time and a
further $5 if they responded to over 50% of the survey completion
notifcations they received. These measures were designed to encourage participation and meant that, in total, study compensation
ranged from between $15 and $40.
In total, nineteen participants were recruited. 16 participants
were female and three male, with a mean age of 23.79 (SD=2.97).
Three were recent graduates, fve were graduate students and eleven
were undergraduate students. 17 participants were South Korean
and two were Chinese. During the study, all participants were
based in South Korea. Using 5-point Likert scales, they self-reported
a high familiarity with both computers (M=4.95, SD=0.23) and
smartphones (M=4.47, SD=0.77) and were confdent in their ability
to understand Korean language conversation (M=4.79, SD=0.42).
Logs indicate they had been Instagram users for between one and
eight years (M=3.63, SD=2.03), had made between 2 and 566 posts
(M=79.32, SD=143.05) in total and followed 86 to 694 other accounts
(M=233.58, SD=174.68). During study enrollment, they self-reported
using the service for between 30 minutes and 2 hours per day
(M=58.11 minutes, SD=0.34), an above-average intensity of Instagram use (M=3.26, SD=1.03) [105] and a range of results on the
PHQ-9 depression severity scale. Specifcally, 11 were assessed as
none to minimal, 5 were mild, 2 were moderate, and 1 was moderately severe. Participants reporting moderate severity and above
were advised to consult an expert at their institution’s healthcare
center. One participant in the study were terminated due to a lack
of engagement. Data from the remaining 18 are reported in the rest
of this paper.

3.4

Procedure

Figure 2 displays an overview of the ESM study procedures. After
screening, we frst conducted an online orientation session to collect

ESM study

Online
orientation
session
(N=19)

Entrance
survey

1st week

Participation
evaluation

2nd week

Semistructured
interview

Figure 2: Procedure for the experience sampling study.

demographics, baseline questionnaire data (including PHQ-9 [61]
and an adapted assessment of Instagram use [105]), consent, introduce the study protocol and walk through the study app installation
process. Beyond installing the software, this involved setting permissions to allow the study app to monitor device application usage
and adjusting battery optimization settings to prevent the study app
from being placed in a sleep mode. Participants also used the software (both Instagram and survey interfaces) and were encouraged
to ask questions or for clarifcations of any points of confusion. We
streamed the orientation session using Zoom. The orientation sessions lasted approximately 30 minutes and we held a total of six of
these sessions: participants were given the choice of attending any
of these at a time of their convenience. No more than fve participants attended any single session. Scripts and slides were used to
ensure that the same content was presented in all sessions. After
a participant completed an orientation session, the study began
immediately—participants began using Instagram while monitored
by the study app and completing our ESM survey after some of
these use sessions. During each participant’s two week study period,
we tracked their activity in real time. If no data was received for 48
hours, and we had received no notice a participant had withdrawn,
we personally contacted participants and asked them to restart the
study app. We also examined participants’ results at the end of the
frst week to screen out participants who were not engaging with
the study tasks. Specifcally, if participants disabled our app for the
majority of their screen time (50% or more) or answered the ESM
survey less than once per day, we discontinued their participation
in the study.
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Table 1: Percentage of negative samples captured on each scale calculated by dividing data according to the standard practices
for binary division. Cronbach’s alpha is reported for constructs assessed by multiple items. Peak data are highlighted in bold.

Scale
Valence
Arousal
Social comparison
Appearance comparison
Envy
Self-esteem
Depression

3.5

Range

Cut point

1-9
1-9
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-4
0-6

<5.0
>5.0
>3.0
>3.0
>3.0
<2.5
>= 3.0

All
(N=837)
12.54%
7.89%
20.43%
14.46%
13.98%
8.60%
12.66%

Results and Discussion

During the 14-day ESM study, participants used Instagram a total of 6878 times, corresponding to a mean of 342.74 times per
person (SD=250.40) and 20.97 times per day (SD=14.26). This occupied a mean of 56.27 minutes (SD=30.79) per day in sessions that
were a mean of 2.79 minutes (SD=6.79) long. In total, we notifed
participants to complete surveys after 2471 (35.93%) of these sessions (M=130.06, SD=65.96) and they responded to 37.88% of these
prompts (887), ultimately completing 837 surveys (94.36% completion rate). 75.63% of the completed surveys were self-reported as
involving passive use and the remaining 24.37% featured active use.
On average, each survey took 32.23 seconds (SD=25.92) to complete. Overall, participants reported using Instagram frequently
and in response to daily events and routines: before going to bed,
while eating alone, or while traveling. They reported their activities
on Instagram included watching Instagram stories, searching for
restaurants with hashtags and checking notifcations or viewing
advertisements. They generally used Instagram to follow updates
from friends or celebrities, watch the news, or share personal stories. Refecting the high proportion of passive use sessions, four
participants also noted they infrequently create posts, rather they
consume content on the service.
In terms of afective experiences, we frst sought to determine
the most salient afective experiences reported in the survey data.
We achieved this by examining the frequency with which diferent
experiences were reported. This was calculated, for all scales except
PHQ-2, by splitting the results at scale midpoint to create binary
categories representing positive and negative experiences [107].
For PHQ-2, we followed standard procedures [62], and summed the
number of responses that were three or greater to screen for depression. Table 1 depicts the prevalence of negative experiences across
the constructs we studied. It displays the range, cut points and proportions of percentage of negative responses recorded by use type
(active, passive or all). In addition, we calculated Cronbach’s alpha
score for each scale. The Cronbach’s alpha score revealed inconsistencies in the items in the social comparison survey (α = 0.27),
so we dropped the social comparison scale from further analysis.
However, given the literature indicating that social comparison is
prevalent on Instagram in general [73], and within the Korean user
population specifcally [52], we attribute the inconsistencies we
observed due to problems with the specifc questionnaire items

Negative samples
Passive use Active use
(N=633)
(N=204)
12.48%
12.75%
6.32%
12.75%
22.27%
14.71%
16.59%
7.84%
17.06%
4.41%
10.43%
2.94%
14.85%
5.88%

Cronbach’s alpha
0.27
0.86
0.92
0.81
0.90

used; future work in this area should revisit the social comparison
construct.
Despite these issues, the study results reveal the ubiquitous nature of both positive and negative experiences in SNS [33, 78, 88].
While prior researchers have studied the relationship between SNS
usage and afective experiences (e.g., social comparison [34] or
envy [114]), we study and report their prevalence during real world
SNS experiences. This complements existing data—insights into
the frequency with which particular afective states occurs can
held ground judgements of how serious or important previously
observed relationships actually are. Our data confrmed prior work
suggesting that SNS use yields, in general, positive afective experiences [86]. Specifcally, we found that 87.06% of all self-reports
detailed neutral to positive experiences. Interview data also supported this claim. Participants reported generally positive outcomes
after Instagram sessions. They viewed Instagram as a tool for relaxation, killing time, or resting. In a representative quote, P10 noted
“I think I generally feel better [after using Instagram], but I think I
feel a little bad when I see myself using it for too long”.
Behind the bulk of these generally positive experiences, however,
are a range of more negative experiences. Perhaps unsurprisingly,
these occur at quite diferent rates for diferent constructs. In our
data, the prevalence rate of negative experiences during passive
SNS use, shown in Table 1, peaks at 17.06% for envy and 16.59%
for appearance comparison. Qualitative comments back up these
spikes in the data. In our interviews, thirteen participants remarked
on specifc situations or occasions in which they experienced these
negative emotions. Jealousy, evoked by images of events or activities that participants viewed as desirable, was a common theme. P2
summarized this as “[..] When I saw people enjoying themselves outside, and when I saw pretty and cool infuencers, I felt envious of them”.
Explicit comparisons, which could lead to negative emotions, were
also reported. Some related to the image-heavy nature of Instagram,
which P11 expressed as “I’m following a lot of people who work out
on Instagram and they post a lot of body pictures. [..] I think I am
making a lot of comparisons with them”. These results are largely
confrmatory. Prior work has argued that SNS users experience
relatively high levels of social comparison [52] and envy [108, 114]
and engage in appearance comparison while browsing [34, 55]. Additionally, prior work has suggested image-centric social media
platforms (e.g., Instagram) may be associated with body dissatisfaction [44], an efect that may be particularly prevalent in our
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predominantly young, female participant group [22]. Our fndings
add to the body of evidence for the presence of these ties.
While not as prevalent, our users also reported a range of other
negative emotions. However, these were often associated with
forms of social comparison or envy. P6 expressed this well: “When I
hear stories of people who are in the same university but have achieved
more things than me [..], I think my self-esteem is falling”. This quote
suggests that, although we can record moments of low self-esteem
in our data, they may in fact be closely related to more frequently
occurring feelings of envy or acts of comparison. As such, although
prior work has identifed self-esteem or depression as key afective
concepts to study in the context of SNS use [3, 75], our results do not
fully support their relevance. While self-esteem and depression can
clearly vary during real world SNS use sessions, these variations
may be due to a wide range of factors, including as consequences
of the occurrence of more specifc experiences such as envy or
appearance comparison. In sum, while our results made it clear
that the Instagram users we surveyed, in general, felt that their use
of the service improved their afective state by relaxing, calming
or entertaining them, they were also aware that specifc types and
forms of content prompted a range of more negative feelings. They
expressed concern about the potential impact of these experiences
on their mental well-being. Both our quantitative and qualitative
data indicate that many of these more negative experiences took
the form of either appearance comparison or envy. We therefore
suggest that these constructs are particularly salient to Instagram
use and deserve further study.

4

STUDY 2: DETECTING AFFECTIVE
EXPERIENCES ON SNS

This study sought to determine whether (and how) smartphone
sensor data can be used to detect afective experiences during real
world SNS use. To achieve this, we designed a 14-day ESM study that
logged sensor data while participants browsed their own Instagram
feeds. ESM surveys, captured immediately after Instagram sessions,
provided a self-assessment of afective experiences that we used as
ground truth labels to train afect detection classifers. This study
was approved by the university’s IRB.

4.1

Design and Materials

This study use broadly similar ESM methods to frst: it again sought
to capture experiences during genuine day-to-day social media
use sessions. However, in addition to logging survey data about
Instagram use, we also recorded smartphone sensor data during
Instagram sessions. To achieve this, we redesigned IG Use as a
foreground app that integrated sensor data logging functionality
(see section 4.4.1) with an Android WebView [26] to display the
Instagram service. We note IG Use did not record any contents
displayed by Instagram. This approach enabled key features such
as viewing news feed contents and stories, exploring content, viewing profles, responding to content (e.g., liking, commenting), and
sending direct messages. However, while these browsing and communicative activities are well supported by an embedded Instagram
webview, general posting functionality is not available, and there
are also some restrictions on viewing contents. Specifcally, the
native Instagram mobile application features several mechanisms
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Figure 3: Content feeds displayed on (a) IG Use and (b) Instagram. Presentation of contents, and browsing experience, is
highly similar between the two systems. However, IG Use’s
implementation as an Android WebView does not enable
it to support posting content of any form—the ’+’ button
(center, bottom) typically used to upload contents is nonresponsive. This is a limitation of the web view provided by
the Instagram service.

for uploading content: creating a post, story, reel or live stream. Each
of these options is associated with a diferent display format (e.g.,
in the feed, as the profle picture), upload mechanism (e.g., live
or from existing fles), display duration (e.g., permanent, or for 24
hours) and specifc media type (e.g., image(s) and/or video(s) of
varying lengths). In IG Use’s approach of viewing Instagram in an
embedded WebView, these options are unavailable—while the ’+’
icon typically used to access upload functionality is depicted, it
does not provide access to any upload functionality. In addition,
Instagram’s embedded webview does not support display of reels:
a recently introduced post format based around 15 second videos
reminiscent of those shared via the TikTok SNS [77]. The updated
IG Use app is open source and available for use, modifcation and
download1 . It is shown in Figure 3. We note that, excepting the
posting and reel viewing features that were not available, IG Use
provided a highly similar look and feel, and user experience during
browsing, to the native Instagram application.
To assess this app’s viability for the study purposes, we ran a
short pilot in which six participants installed and used IG Use for
one week. They reported it provided a satisfactory experience while
browsing Instagram, validating its suitable for use in a full study.
We also modifed the ESM protocol in two key ways compared
to study 1. Firstly, we limited the surveys to the constructs of appearance comparison and envy, as these previously showed high
salience, and communication type, in order to retain our ability to
distinguish between active and passive SNS use. Second, we adjusted the notifcation interval (the minimum gap between survey
issuance) to 180 minutes to reduce the burden on, and frustration
experienced by, our participants.

1 https://github.com/mintra-ruensuk/IG-Use
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4.2

Participants

Participants were recruited via online communities and word-ofmouth from three diferent academic institutions in three diferent
cities in South Korea via advertisements for participation in a study
on smartphone Instagram use that involved installing an app, letting
it record sensor data in the background and completing multiple
surveys per day. In order to ameliorate potential privacy concerns,
the advertisements explicitly informed potential participants that
the installed app did not record viewed content and thus no data
about the items in their Instagram feeds would be logged; only
surveys and phone sensor data [96]. Eligibility criteria were also
maintained from the frst study: ownership of an Android device
and active use of Instagram (30 minutes or more per day) for at
least 6 months. Financial incentives and engagement assessment
processes were the same as the frst study.
Twenty-two new participants joined this study (mean age 23.87,
SD=3.09, 12 male and 10 female), all students (16 undergrad, fve
grad and one recent graduate) attending one of three diferent South
Korean universities. All participants were South Korean and living
in South Korea during the study. Using 5-point Likert scales, they
self-reported a very high familiarity with both computers (M=4.93,
SD=0.25) and smartphones (M=4.46, SD=0.74) and were highly confdent of their ability to understand Korean language conversation
(M=4.93, SD=0.25). They had held Instagram accounts for between
1 and 8 years (M=3.92, SD=2.37), created between 0 and 597 posts
(M=99.4, SD=160.12), followed between 24 and 2174 other accounts
(M=432.67, SD=537.22) and were followed by between 4 and 2174
accounts (M=432.67, SD=537.22). They self-reported using Instagram for 30 minutes to 6 hours per day (M=1.3 hour, SD=1.38) with
an above-average intensity of Instagram use (M=3.22/5.0, SD=0.47).
PHQ-9 results revealed their level of depression severity [61]: 13
were none to minimal, 6 were mild, 2 were moderate, and 1 was
moderately severe. We again advised participants who scored over
the cut point to consult an expert at their institution’s healthcare
center.

4.3

Procedure

Procedures, by and large, followed the frst study. We frst conducted
a series of online orientation sessions with potential participants
who responded to advertisements. In these 30 minute video conferences, participants were informed about the study’s aim, protocol,
data collection processes, and asked to provide consent. Those that
agreed to do so were supported through the process of installing
the IG Use app (as a sideloaded APK fle), setting usage-tracking
permissions and confguring battery optimization. They then flled
in an entrance survey (identical to frst study) and we explained
about the Instagram functionality available in IG Use. Participants
then used the app, including both to browse Instagram and to complete a survey. We specifcally encouraged participants to use IG
Use for browsing and the original Instagram app to create posts or
stories (as this functionality was not available in IG Use) during the
study period. Finally, we reminded participants they were free to
terminate the study at any time. We again used slides and a script
to ensure similar coverage of content in every orientation session
and encouraged participants to ask questions at any time. For each
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participant, the study began immediately after completing an orientation session. After the study fnished, participants completed an
exit survey asking about the usability of, and their experiences with,
IG Use, for examples of afective content on Instagram and general
feedback about the study. They were then supported through the
process of deleting the IG Use app.

4.4

Data Collection and Preprocessing

4.4.1 Features. We logged two types of features during IG Use
sessions: 1) motion data from Motion sensors [27] and touch data
from MotionEvents [28]. We selected these sensor channels for
several reasons. First and foremost, prior work has reported that
both motion data and touch data captured from mobile smart devices can be used to achieve accurate and reliable classifcation of
afective, cognitive or behavioral states [39, 79, 96]. We sought to
validate the promising performance reported in this prior work
in the novel scenario of a feld study of genuine social media use.
In addition, such sensor systems are almost universally deployed
on end-user devices: the overwhelming majority of modern smartphones feature both high resolution touch screens and high performance integrated Inertial Motion Units (IMUs) that track device
movements. As our feld study protocol involves deployment to
participant’s own phones we could therefore reasonably expect
that use of these sensor systems would not present a barrier to
participant recruitment. Furthermore, monitoring these sensor systems can be done without disrupting users (i.e., as a background
process) and in a very wide range of environmental contexts such
as noisy and/or dark environments. Finally, logging motion and
touch data consumes limited device resources (e.g., battery power,
processor time), requires relatively modest amounts of storage and
has greatly reduced privacy implications compared to alternatives
such as sensor channels based on image/video [81] or audio recording [16]. These factors further increase the practicality of touch
and motion channels for deployment in a feld study running on
participants’ own devices. In light of this rationale, we defned and
logged data from 26 diferent motion and touch sensor channels,
each of which is described in Table 2. All continuous features were
logged at 60Hz.
4.4.2 Data Preprocessing. We analyzed the data using Scikit-learn
[87], modelling our process after prior work in this area [96]. First,
we catalogued the extent of missing or undefned data—1.8% of
samples in total. Missing data was sporadic across participants and
sensor channels and likely due to a very wide range of technical,
power, resource confict and network failures. As the proportion of
missing data was relatively low, we opted to restore it via imputation. Specifcally, we used a k-Nearest Neighbors approach based on
the full set of unlabeled column values—all data bar the self-report
items recording afective states. We then divided the data into nonoverlapping windows of 15 seconds [119]. For each window, we
calculated features, in the form of summary statistics (minimum,
maximum, mean, median, standard deviation, and variance), for
each sensor channel. We then conducted a normalization procedure
to reduce the impact of features with diference ranges of magnitude and natural magnitude variations over time. Specifcally, we
employed two diferent normalization procedures. Within-session
normalization was a standard normalization over all data within a
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Table 2: Feature groups and specifc features for each group.

Group

Motion

Features
Acceleration (x, y, z)
Gravity (x, y, z)
Gyroscope (x, y, z)
Light
Linear acceleration (x, y, z)
Magnetic feld (x, y, z)
Rotation vector (x, y, z)

Touch

Distance
Hold duration
Inter-tap interval
Touch area
Touch count
Touch pressure
Speed

Description
Acceleration of the device along the three sensor axes.
Direction and magnitude of gravity in the device’s coordinates.
Rate of rotation of the device around the three sensor axes.
Current illumination in SI lux units.
Linear acceleration of the device in the sensor frame, not including gravity.
Ambient magnetic feld, as measured along the three sensor axes.
Orientation of the device relative to the East-North-Up coordinate frame
obtained by integration of accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer readings.
The overall distance of each touch in a 15s window.
The duration of each touch in a 15s window.
The time between each touch in a 15s window.
The radius of each touch (sampled at 60Hz).
The number of times the screen was touched in 15s window.
The force applied during each touch (sampled at 60Hz).
The overall movement speed of each touch in a 15s window.

given SNS use session. We also defned an alternative prior-window
approach. This was only used on SNS use sessions that exceeded
three minutes in length, or 26.06% of those we recorded. In these
more prolonged sessions, we normalized data in each window with
data from the preceding window. The intuition here was that afective states may vary during a session and thus normalization that
adapted to changing baselines may be more efective.
To defne labels to each window, we discretized the raw appearance comparison and envy values from the self-assessment surveys
into binary classes using two diferent data binning approaches.
First, we split data at scale mid-points [96], treating data at the
mid-point as low-intensity. While intuitive, this approach yielded
highly unequal class sizes—the occurrence rate of high scores on
the appearance comparison (10.16%) and envy (16.37%) scales was
low. Second, we applied equal-frequency binning [7], an approach
which yields more equal class sizes.
We then constructed classifers using this data and labels. Following prior work [7], we employed a leave-one-subject-out crossvalidation procedure with a range of classifers: ZeroR, AdaBoost
(AB), Decision Tree (DT), k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN), Logistic
Regression (LR), Naive Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF), and RBFkernel Support Vector Machine (SVM). We included the ZeroR
classifer as a baseline: it simply predicts the majority class. As
our study has 16 participants, we thus constructed 16 independent models and we report the mean performance over this set
of models. For each model, we executed feature selection procedures and handled class imbalances in the data set. We opted not
to conduct hyper-parameter tuning and simply used default settings for each algorithm in order to reduce the potential for over
ftting. Feature selection steps were comprised of flter and wrapper
methods [113]. In this process, we frst removed constant features
with zero variance and quasi-constant features with variance less
than 1%. We then calculated the correlation matrix of the remaining
features. If two or more features were highly correlated (Pearson’s
r greater than 0.8), we retained the one most highly correlated with

the emotion labels. Next, we conducted recursive feature elimination using a Linear-kernel SVM with fve-fold cross-validation
on the remaining features. To handle the imbalanced data set, we
over-sampled the minority classes (both high appearance comparison and high envy) using the Synthetic Minority Oversampling
Technique (SMOTE) [17]. The feature selection and class balancing
processes were only performed on the training data sets.

4.5

Results

4.5.1 Descriptive Statistics. Over the two-week study period, participants used IG Use 3860 times: an average of 175 times per person
(SD=173.84), or 11.25 times per day. The mean IG Use session length
was 3.77 minutes (SD=3.85). They used the original Instagram app
an additional 6255 times, or 25.56 times a day (SD=20.96), spending
a mean of 2.55 minutes (SD=2.18) each time. While this indicates
that all of participants’ SNS needs were not met by IG Use, adoption
rates were sufcient to support data collection according to the
ESM protocol. Indeed, we sampled surveys from participants during
only a subset of IG Use sessions: we delivered 1222 notifcations
(to 31.66% of IG Use sessions) and participants responded to 869
of these (71.11%) or a mean of 72.20% per participant (SD=22.98).
As expected, surveys indicated that activities on IG Use were predominantly passive (77.79%) rather than active (22.21%). Prior to
processing the data further, we removed six participants due to low
participation rates, ultimately leaving 837 self-report sessions and
associated sensor data. Table 3 shows the distribution of binary
afective classes in this data by construct (appearance comparison/envy) and binning technique (mid-point/equal frequency). As
expected, mid-point binning led to class imbalances: participants
tended to report low appearance comparison (89.84%) and low
envy (83.63%). In terms of sensor data, we logged a large set of
motion readings (30.22 million samples) and 69254 touches, which
we divided into 7763 non-overlapping 15-second windows. This
corresponds to 32 hours, 20 minutes, and 45 seconds of data.
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics of self-reported scores, criteria for data binning, and the number of examples for each binning
category. Values in square brackets indicate min and max scale scores in each range. Appear. refers to appearance comparison

Data binning
Mid-point
Equal-frequency

Label
Low (majority class)
High (minority class)
Low
High

Criteria
Appear.
Envy
<= 3
>3
<= 3
>3
[1.00,2.00] [2.00,5.00]
[1.00,2.33] [2.33,5.00]

# of self-reports
Appear. Envy
752
700
85
137
480
357
450
387

# of windows
Appear. Envy
6771
6438
992
1325
3882
3881
3881
3882

Table 4: Mean accuracy, class-wise F1 -scores (i.e., for both high (majority) and low (minority) classes), ROC AUC and MCC
for binary appearance comparison and binary envy detection for all eight classifers. Data in each window was normalized
using our prior-window procedure and includes features from all sensors. Target labels were defned by using mid-point data
binning.
Afective Dimension

Appearance Comparison

Envy

Metric
Accuracy (%)
Low (majority) F1 (%)
High (minority) F1 (%)
ROC AUC
MCC
Accuracy (%)
Low (Majority) F1 (%)
High (Minority) F1 (%)
ROC AUC
MCC

ZeroR
87.22
93.17
00.00
0.50
0.00
82.93
90.67
00.00
0.50
0.00

4.5.2 Classifier Selection. We defned a default classifer confguration as follows: the use of data from both sensor channels, priorwindow normalization and mid-point binning. We used this confguration to calculate the mean accuracy, the class-wise F1 -scores,
the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (ROC
AUC) and the Matthews Correlation Coefcient (MCC) fgures for
the task of recognizing binary appearance comparison and envy for
each of the eight classifers. Table 4 shows the results. The headline
outcome is that the RBF-kernel SVM outperformed other classifers
across the board. Accordingly, all subsequent analysis used this
classifer. However, given the class imbalances in our data set, it
is also worth commenting in detail on performance in the critical task of detecting the minority classes of high envy and high
appearance comparison. Both ROC AUC and MCC data, metrics
which are reported to be relatively immune to class imbalances [19],
show good results with SVM. MCC scores, in particular, clearly
diferentiate between the efective performance achieved by the
SVM model and that of other classifers with broadly comparable
scores on metrics such as accuracy (e.g., linear regression). While
explicit interpretations of MCC scores should be treated with caution, we note the 0.68 and 0.7 scores attained by the SVM model
are associated with strong to very strong levels of performance.
The class-wise F1 -scores unpack this result. While they illustrate
that performance in detecting the majority classes exceeded that of
the minority classes by, respectively, of 20.49% and 23.07%, fgures
for the minority classes of high envy and high appearance comparison remained reasonable at 71.87% and 75.10%. We believe this
represents a promising level of performance that is sufcient to
support further investigation.

AB
89.20
91.01
50.89
0.87
0.47
89.67
91.23
66.88
0.92
0.60

DT
84.43
88.47
54.89
0.84
0.49
77.79
85.79
59.84
0.88
0.57

kNN
89.88
90.62
64.69
0.85
0.55
89.25
91.35
70.81
0.87
0.65

LR
88.64
85.41
43.73
0.80
0.34
88.19
92.36
59.42
0.88
0.49

NB
83.11
90.84
29.44
0.71
0.24
85.66
89.85
53.94
0.82
0.35

RF
85.91
89.59
56.05
0.86
0.51
88.23
92.59
66.69
0.91
0.64

SVM
90.98
95.59
75.10
0.89
0.70
91.37
94.94
71.87
0.92
0.68

4.5.3 Classifier Variants. To provide a more nuanced picture of
which aspects of the study contributed to classifer performance,
we explored the impact of three variables: the sensing modalities used (all/motion/touch), the normalization procedures applied
(within-session/prior-window), and the data binning technique (midpoint/equal-frequency) employed. Table 5 displays the accuracies,
ROC AUC and MCC scores achieved using the RBF-kernel SVM
recognizer with all 24 possible combinations of these variables.
Class-wise F1 -scores for these confgurations are in Table 6. The
results indicate mixed performance profles. In general, using motion data alone yielded improved accuracy (by up to 6.45%), ROC
AUC (by up to 0.12) and MCC (by up to 0.15) in the majority of classifer confgurations. In contrast, using touch data alone achieved
strongly reduced performance. Based on these results, we suggest
that motion data should be given precedence in mobile phone afect
detection systems and the value of combining it with touch data
should be carefully assessed—more data may not correspond to
improved performance. A caveat to this claim is that the relatively
weak performance of touch features in this study may have been
due to the fact that the majority of use sessions we recorded were
passive—they involved consumption rather than production of content. As such, they likely involved quite limited touch screen use.
Other tasks, with a greater focus on user input, may yield diferent
results.
A similar beneft may be present for prior-window normalization procedures: this generally boosts accuracy, ROC AUC and
MCC by fgures of as much as, respectively, 12.73%, 0.13 and 0.08
compared to our within-session approach. However, these efects
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Table 5: Mean accuracy, ROC AUC and MCC for RBF-kernel SVM in predicting appearance comparison and envy using feature
data from diferent sensors, diferent normalization procedures, and diferent data binning techniques.

All features

Motion features

Touch features

Afective Dim.
Data binning
Normalization
Accuracy (%)
ROC AUC
MCC
Accuracy (%)
ROC AUC
MCC
Accuracy (%)
ROC AUC
MCC

Appearance comparison
Mid-point
Equal-frequency
Within Prior Within
Prior
89.85
90.98
81.24
82.46
0.88
0.89
0.86
0.91
0.65
0.70
0.61
0.68
95.78
91.76
79.99
82.87
0.93
0.91
0.81
0.89
0.80
0.66
0.73
0.68
77.80
86.47
64.36
63.93
0.75
0.74
0.70
0.70
0.32
0.29
0.34
0.32

Envy
Mid-point
Equal-frequency
Within Prior Within
Prior
86.01
91.37
82.80
86.91
0.85
0.92
0.80
0.93
0.63
0.68
0.65
0.73
92.46
93.95
87.48
89.83
0.91
0.96
0.92
0.94
0.68
0.74
0.77
0.82
71.44
84.17
70.97
68.61
0.68
0.74
0.76
0.74
0.31
0.29
0.46
0.44

Table 6: Class-wise classifcation F1 -score (in %) for RBF-kernel SVM in predicting appearance comparison and envy using
feature data from diferent sensors, diferent normalization procedures, and diferent data binning techniques. We note that
for mid-point binning high appearance comparison and high envy are minority classes, while for equal frequency binning,
class sizes are purposely balanced: hence we label the diferent classes as High/Low throughout the table.
Afective Dim.
Data Binning
Normalization
Class
All Features
Motion Features
Touch Features

Appearance comparison
Mid-point
Equal-frequency
Within
Prior
Within
Prior
Low High Low High Low High Low High
94.1
64.4
95.6
75.1
80.0
78.3
81.9
78.2
97.7
78.8
90.4
70.5
81.4
78.3
84.8
80.3
86.2
43.7
71.4
47.1
64.1
64.6
64.6
63.2

were not universal. While our prior-window technique ofers advantages in many cases, peak accuracy for appearance comparison
was achieved using our within-session approach. We conclude that
larger and more diverse data sets will likely be required to make
comprehensive recommendations on best practices for data normalization.
Results for binning technique were clearer. Mid-point binning,
which creates class imbalances but divides the self-report data at a
more meaningful threshold, led to consistently and substantially
improved accuracies for both afective dimensions (of up to 22.54%),
while also achieving strong results in minority class F1 -scores: up
to 78.8% and 81.1% for, respectively, appearance comparison and
envy. While ROC AUC and MCC data remained consistently high
for both binning techniques, these metrics are more compelling for
the imbalanced classes of mid-point binning than the balanced ones
created using the equal-frequency approach (a situation in which
the accuracy metric typically performs well). We suggest these results indicate that equal-frequency binning blurred the boundaries
between the actual afective states being assessed, reducing the quality of classifcation that could be achieved. As such, future work
should carefully consider the pros and cons of creating balanced
classes over those of dealing with imbalanced classes, split at more
inherently meaningful thresholds. Our results suggest approaches
such as equal-frequency binning may be best avoided.
To further explore this assertion, we split the test sets for each of
the equal-frequency LOOCV models into two halves: one containing data from windows labelled with afective scores near to the
binning thresholds and one containing data from windows labelled

Envy
Mid-point
Equal-frequency
Within
Prior
Within
Prior
Low High Low High Low High Low High
91.0
67.2
94.9
71.9
83.4
82.8
86.3
83.4
92.5
80.0
96.4
81.1
86.1
88.6
90.8
88.5
81.2
40.7
91.1
30.1
67.7
73.6
70.5
66.4

with scores far from the binning thresholds. This corresponds to
data in which, respectively, less extreme and more extreme afective states were reported. We achieved this simply by splitting the
data into four equally sized bins based on the afective ratings,
then combining data from the two central bins (second and third
quartiles) to create a near test subset and the two extreme bins
(frst and fourth quartiles) to create a far test subset. We report on
the performance achieved using these two test subsets in Table 7.
The results from this analysis provide further evidence to support
our assertions about the inappropriateness of the equal-frequency
binning approach: mean performance with the far test subsets outperformed that with the near subsets modestly, but consistently,
across all metrics. This suggests that the afective states experienced in the near test subsets were less clearly diferentiated, in
terms of the observable behaviors they generated, than those in the
far test subsets. Based on these results, we conclude that, at least
for the afective constructs we studied in this work, and specifc
scales we used, equal-frequency binning did not support a division
of data into optimally separably afective classes. We suggest that
future work will need explore alternative methods to deal with the
class imbalances that will inevitably be present in feld studies of
naturally occurring afect.
4.5.4 Feature Performance. To explore the specifc features that
contributed to recognizer performance, we used the default classifer confguration to generate representative sets of 28 features for
both appearance comparison and envy by conducting the feature
selection process on the full set of prior-window normalized data in
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Table 7: Mean accuracy, class-wise F1 -scores (i.e., for both
high and low afect classes), ROC AUC and MCC for binary
appearance comparison and binary envy detection. Results
based on the SVM classifer, both within-session and priorwindow normalization, equal-frequency binning and data
from all sensors. In addition, test sets were divided into two
equally sized subsets involving afective rating scores near
to (second and third quartile) and far from (frst and fourth
quartile) the binning threshold.
Afective Dim.
Normalization
Test set
Accuracy
Low (F1 )
High (F1 )
ROC AUC
MCC

Appearance comparison
Within
Prior
Near Far Near Far
80.23 82.25 80.66 84.25
77.92 82.04 80.21 83.65
75.73 80.91 75.86 80.46
0.85
0.89
0.89
0.93
0.61
0.63
0.66
0.66

Envy
Within
Prior
Near Far Near Far
80.97 84.62 84.87 88.95
79.48 87.34 82.21 90.43
79.06 86.62 83.33 83.41
0.76
0.84
0.91
0.94
0.65
0.68
0.72
0.75

Table 8: The features showing the greatest predictive power
for detecting binary appearance comparison and binary
envy. Features shown in alphabetical order. min=minimum,
max=maximum, var=variance, std=standard deviation
Feature
Acc., x-axis
Acc., y-axis
Acc., z-axis
Gravity, x-axis
Gravity, y-axis
Gravity, z-axis
Gyroscope, x-axis
Gyroscope, y-axis
Gyroscope, z-axis
Inter-tap interval
Light
Linear acc., x-axis
Linear acc., y-axis
Linear acc., z-axis
Magnetic feld, x-axis
Magnetic feld, y-axis
Magnetic feld, z-axis
Rotation vector, x-axis
Rotation vector, z-axis
Touch pressure

Sensor
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Touch
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Motion
Touch

Appearance
min
max
min
min
min
max
max
min, max
max, mean, var
max
max, mean
min, max, mean
min
min
min, max
max
min
min, max, mean, var

Envy
max, mean
min, mean
max, mean
min, max
max, mean
min
mean, var
var
min
min
min, max, mean, var
mean
var
min, max
min, max, mean, std

the study. These are shown in Table 8. Motion features dominated
contributing, respectively, 21 (75%) and 22 (78.57%) of features for
appearance comparison and envy. This reinforces the conclusion
that touch features had limited value in our study.

4.6

Discussion

The goal of this study was to explore whether afect detection systems for smartphones, a technology previously demonstrated in
numerous studies involving lab evaluations [38, 51, 96] or performance of artifcial repetitive tasks [79], can scale to a meaningful
real world use scenario—day-to-day browsing one’s own SNS feed.
The results are, by and large, afrmative and validate prior work in
this area. Our afective state infuences how we operate or move our
phones in ways that are sufciently systematic to support accurate
detect of afect. Moving beyond this positive conclusion, it is worth

contrasting the results of the current study with prior work in detail.
Most importantly, we note that classifer performance remained
high in our study (93.95% to 95.78% peak accuracy). We argue this
level of performance is not only sufcient to support the design
of afect aware features or services, but also on par with the prior
work that has conducted studies in more controlled settings. For example, in closely related work detecting binary valence and arousal
during use of a diferent SNS (Facebook), Ruensuk et al. [96] report
accuracies as high as 94.16%, roughly equivalent to the performance
achieved here. Similar performance levels have been reported in a
wide range of other controlled settings, such as 89.1% accuracy in
binary classifcation of elicited afect [79] or an AUC of up to 0.84
in the task of classifying along three levels of valence [115].
While study diferences render precise comparisons invalid, the
strong performance we observe is somewhat unexpected, as data
captured in natural settings could reasonably be assumed to noisy,
obscured or otherwise distorted by issues as mundane as the characteristics of diferent device models [79]. We attribute these strong
results to, in part, our selection of appropriate afective constructs—
our frst study indicated that the fne-grained notions of appearance
comparison and envy are more relevant to day-to-day Instagram
use than the broader constructs of valence and arousal. As such, we
suggest that targeting specifc, application relevant afective constructs may help support strong classifcation performance in afect
detection systems. Appropriately granular constructs will not only
allow a research or design team to focus on specifc aspects of an affective experience, but may also increase the quality of the labelling
used to train classifers. For example, in our case, while valence and
arousal may fuctuate during an ESM study period for any number
of reasons (e.g., prevailing mood, time of day, external events) [29],
constructs such as appearance comparison and envy assessed just
after browsing are highly likely to relate to the viewed contents. In
addition, we note there may simply be advantages to building afect
detection systems based on genuine user experiences—afect that
occurs in the wild, as opposed to that elicited in the lab—may be
more distinctively and consistently expressed. While further feld
or ESM studies would be required to fully support these claims, we
believe our current results are sufciently persuasive to stimulate
further real world studies in this area. We see a strong future for
smartphone afect detection systems developed with user data from
genuine lived experiences.

5

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND DESIGN
IMPLICATIONS

This paper aimed to increase the granularity of the afective experiences captured during studies of real world SNS use and to
investigate whether or not the day-to-day afective experiences of
SNS users can be detected automatically using data from smartphone sensors. To achieve this, we frst conducted a two-week ESM
study that captured a wide range of fnely grained afective constructs directly after an SNS use session. The results indicate that
the most frequent negative afective experiences were appearance
comparison and envy. Building on this fnding, we conducted a
second ESM study to collect smartphone sensor data alongside
ESM self-reports of the afective experiences recorded immediately
after the SNS browsing sessions. Classifers built using the data and
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labels captured in this study were able to predict binary appearance
comparison with an accuracy of up to 95.78% and binary envy with
an accuracy of up to 93.95%. These results suggest it is feasible to
detect specifc, targeted negative afective experiences while consuming content on SNS using the sensors integrated into standard
smartphones. We believe the high performance levels we achieve
are sufcient to support design of diverse applications and services.
An important next step for this work will be to fesh out the design space for such afect aware services. This will be a challenging
task—while literature in this area is in its infancy, initial studies
paint a complex portrait of user reactions to this type of technology:
an acknowledgement of the potential of such services to increase
well-being or mitigate harm [93] combined with a widely prevalent vision of emotions as fundamentally private and interventions
based on detecting them as risky tools that could lead to losses
of autonomy [2]. We identify a clear need for further formative
work (e.g., using methods such as Zimmerman and Forlizzi [121]’s
speed dating) to increase our understanding of user needs for, and
perceptions about, afect aware technology on SNS. Critical aspects
that should be fore-fronted in this work include issues of privacy
(i.e., in terms of what data is used to achieve afect awareness) and
control (i.e., in terms of whether or not designs are perceived to
empower users or other stakeholders such as the SNS itself).
While the work in this paper does not explicitly tackle these
issues, key aspects of our system and studies do point to potentially
desirable qualities for future designs in this space. Perhaps the most
salient of these is granularity. The majority of SNS use sessions in
our work did not result in undesirable afective experiences; negative afect was an infrequent outcome. This suggests that not all
SNS use sessions are created equal and ties well with longstanding
claims that SNSs cannot be efectively considered as monolithic
entities: each includes diverse features which users deploy to meet
various needs [104]. We argue that the notion that SNS use should
be unpacked (or "unbundled") to be understood also applies to the
experiences users have on these services: diferent SNS features,
and types of content, may evoke diferent afective experiences
and efective designs for afect aware services need to be sensitive
to these variations - they need to be highly granular. Anecdotal
evidence to support this claim comes from recent work (using similar contextually-triggered ESM methods) that examines regretful
feature level smartphone use of SNSs [20]. This work discusses how
feature-level problematic usage patterns could be conveyed to users
to promote self-refection and self-regulation and argues that such
fne-grained feedback will be more efective than coarse techniques
such as global limits on app use sessions or time.
We believe the design space for afect aware services that operate
at a highly granular level is large. For example, we could design
logs and visualizations that highlight how the prevalence of key
afective states varies with use of diferent SNS features, providing
users with the ability to extract novel insight about the implications of their specifc SNS use behaviors. Prior work has suggested
that increased understanding of the emotional consequences of
behaviors can help support behavior change [50]. A more direct
design in this space might immediately notify users when particular afective states (such as negative appearance comparison) are
detected, highlighting the specifc SNS features associated with the
experience, and recommending (or enforcing) amelioratory actions
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such as a break or pause in browsing [59]. An even greater level
of granularity, designs might associate diferent afective experiences with diferent classes of content, such as those posted from
diferent sources (e.g., infuencers, public fgures, friends) or that
contain diferent types of content (e.g., derived from image hash
tags). Such systems could potentially recommend or curate content
based on detected afect [89]. For example, by asking a user whether
flters should be activated to display fewer feed contents that evoke
negative afective experiences such as appearance comparison and
envy. While the use of such flters may result in reduced control and
autonomy, they may ultimately be valuable tools for specifc vulnerable populations such as teens with pro-eating disorder who have
developed negative feelings about their body image on SNSs [15].
Beyond these practical implications for the design of SNS, it is
also worth discussing the implications of our work for the wider
research community who might seek to apply related methods in
other contexts, such as on diferent SNS or with diferent afective
states. Our study designs were predicated on key two observations.
First, broad academic evidence [22], and public perception [116],
that Instagram is fertile ground for negative afective experiences
in many users of the service and particularly among young adults
and teenagers. Second, that Instagram use sessions tend to be both
frequent and short—two to three minute sessions 20 to 30 times per
day in the studies reported here. Leveraging these properties, our
ESMs were able to capture a reasonable proportion of well-delimited
use sessions that resulted in negative afect in a relatively short
(two-week) study period. However, many other problematic SNS
use patterns may not combine these properties: doomscrolling [12],
for example, is associated with prolonged use, often in the period
immediately prior to sleep, while addictive watching of videos on
YouTube [71] also involves sustained viewing. While both these
situations are associated with negative afect (respectively, anxiety
and a loss of agency), the ESMs we deploy in this paper would
not be directly applicable to these use contexts: while appropriate
questionnaires could be included to address relevant afective constructs, delivering timely notifcations and segmenting data into
well-labelled chunks would be challenging. As such, we conclude
that the methods we employ in this paper are mainly applicable to
SNS use patterns involving sessions that are relatively brief or can
be otherwise readily segmented. There would need to be substantial
modifcation to the protocols for sampling self reports and for associating logged sensor with labelled afective states if our methods
were applied to scenarios involving more prolonged sessions.
Finally, it is also worth commenting on some of the technical aspects of our second study and highlighting avenues for future work.
We used sensor channels (e.g., touch, motion), statistical features
(e.g., min, max, mean, etc.) and machine learning classifers (e.g.,
SVM) that are both relatively simple and mature, with various prior
demonstrations of their capability to realize afect detection systems on mobile devices [79, 115], albeit in more limited controlled
and/or lab contexts. While this strong prior performance provides
a clear rationale for these choices, and ensures that our relatively
simple sensing and classifcation systems are readily executable
on resource constrained mobile devices, we also note they leave
considerable scope for technical innovation. Future work should
examine emerging sensor channels, such as eye gaze [96] or physiological measurements such as heart rate [117], seek to generate
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new feature types that may support improved performance, such
as image based depictions [115] and use these in conjunction with
state of the art classifers such as those based on deep learning
approaches [95]. We believe such developments can help ensure
that the promising performance we report can be maintained in
broader populations and use contexts.

6

LIMITATIONS

There are a number of limitations that may impact the work reported in this paper. First and foremost, our ESM methods left gaps
in our ability to capture SNS use. While continuous sampling is not
the goal of an ESM study, these problems were particularly evident
in the second study. Specifcally, due to technical limitations, our
study app did not implement Instagram functionality relating to
creating posts and other forms of content. As such, participants
completed the majority of their Instagram sessions in the original
app. This not only represents missed data, but may also mean that
the sessions in which participants used our app were not entirely
natural—they may have explicitly chosen to use IG Use to complete
study tasks, knowing they would not be able to freely use all Instagram features. This may have biased the data we were able to
record. Future work in this area should carefully explore the pros
(capture sensor data readily) and cons (incomplete implementation
of SNS features that may lead to altered use patterns) of developing
bespoke study apps using technologies such as Android WebView.
Other limitations relate to our sample: due in part to the specifc
screening procedures it is limited in size and, by design, targets
relatively heavy SNS users. In addition, our participants were a relatively homogeneous group of east Asian university students based
in South Korea and our frst study, in particular, featured a large
proportion of female participants, a demographic that has been
previously associated with problematic Instagram use patterns [22].
As such, the results we report may not fully generalize to other
populations; further work at larger scales would be required to increase confdence in the results we report and to comprehensively
assess generalizability. On a positive note here, we believe that the
experience sampling methods we use are inherently scalable, suggesting the barriers to conducting larger studies on more diverse
populations will be practical (e.g., budgetary, logistical) rather than
more fundamental. Indeed, to support such future eforts, we have
open-sourced our IG Use app. Beyond the limitations of our sample,
our results may also not generalize to other SNS platforms. Much
of the data we report may be of most relevance to image-centered
services that feature high levels of passive use, such as Instagram,
and less pertinent to more general services such as those focused on
diverse forms of media or status update (e.g., Facebook), those that
specialize on other specifc types of content, such as video media
(e.g., TikTok [77]), or those have a higher prevalence of active use.
In order to determine the viability of afect detection services for
social media in general, future research should seek to catalog the
key afective states users experience during use of diferent services
then develop customized ESM procedures to appropriately capture
and segment SNS use sessions. Given the diversity of services available, and the diferent use styles they support, we expect this work
will be quite specifc to the detail and nuances of each service.
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Finally, it is worth commenting on the limitations inherent in
our choices of the specifc afective constructs we studied. As a
general model of emotion in our frst study, we focused on the
circumplex model [97]: a two dimensional system with major axes
of valance and arousal. In addition, we opted to discretize these
constructs (and others we studied) in two binary classes. While
these choices are common in the literature on afect detection in
HCI [79, 96], they are far from universally applied. For example,
in closely related work deploying feld study methods for afect
detection, Zhang et al. [118] opt to use Ekman’s six basic emotions
(happiness, sadness, anger, surprise, fear, disgust) [30] arguing that
they are readily understandable by users and support the intuitive
idea that multiple diferent emotions can simultaneously co-exist
at diferent intensities. While our studies are not designed to make
recommendations about the most appropriate general models for
emotion to use in studies of afect detection, we do identify this as
a key issue for future work: selecting appropriate afective models will increase the efectiveness and understandability of afect
detection systems while selecting appropriate discretizations will
optimize their resolution. The fact we ultimately retained a pair of
specifc afective constructs (binary appearance comparison and
envy) for further study does support the assertion that discrete
models, such as Ekman’s [30], may be preferable. However, as literature also suggests that diferent models may be best suited to
diferent individuals [4], we also note that customization may be
the best approach. Future work should be designed to explore and
shed light on these complex issues.

7

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the work in this paper documents the prevalence of
diferent afective constructs during real world social media use.
It suggests that envy and appearance comparison are particularly
relevant and deserve more attention in future work. In addition
to documenting the frequency with which these afective states
occur, we demonstrate that these critical moments can be detected
with a high degree of accuracy (up to 95.78%) with the sensors on a
standard smartphone. This work opens the door to the design of
afect aware SNS services that can support their users as they seek
to relax and enjoy social media by shielding them from content
that provokes more negative afect. Designing services that do
this by empowering and enabling their users, rather than simply
restricting or concealing content from them, will be a challenging
task. Exploring the design space for such services is the next step
for this work.
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